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Note: Attempt all the questions: 
                                                          Unit --I 
Q.1 Answer any five of the following questions:                                                                  15     
         

1. Critically summarise the poem “Sonnet – To Science.” 
2. What do you mean by the phrase:”All men are scientists” 
3. How were wounds sterilized in ancient India?                                               
4.   Narrate briefly Charak’s description of human body and various organs.                      
5.   Describe the features that are common between plants and animals.                              
6. What sort of temperament Ramanujan possessed since his childhood? 
7. Write a paragraph on the development of Plastic Surgery.  
8. When did the problem of water pollution start and in how many ways does pollution 

enter the waterways?  
                                                        Unit --II 
Q .2 Read the following passage and answer the questions:                                                       05 
 
 Under the guidance of the ancient physician Atreya, Agnivesa had written an encyclopedic 
treatise in the eight century B.C. However, it was only when Charaka revised this treatise that it 
gained popularity and came to be known as Charakasamhita. For two millennium it remained a 
standard work on the subject and was translated in many foreign languages, including Arabic and 
Latin. However, there is nothing known about Charaka as a person. It is said he was the son of a 
sage who travelled from place to place on foot to cure the suffering masses. 

 
(a) Answer the questions given below: 
1. Under whose guidance who wrote encyclopedic treatise? 
2. Who wrote Charaksamhita? 
3. What was translated into Arabic and Latin? 
4. Who is said to be the father of Charaka? 
5. Why did Charaka move from place to place? 
(b) Give the noun form of the following words:    (any 5)                                                             05 
1.   germinate 3.   bleed 5.   digest 7.   obstruct 
2.   prosper 4.   dictate 6.   feed 8.   direct 

 
(c) Give synonyms of the following:    (any 5)                                                                             05                                                                                 
1.   glorious 3.   advocate 5.   conquer 7.   entire 
2.   outstanding 4.   imitate 6.   constant 8.   concept 

 
(d) Give antonyms of the following:    (  any 5)                                                                            05 
1.   sweet 3.   against 5.   sleep 7.   exhale 
2.   induction 
                                                                                                            

4.   modern             
 

6.   personal 8.   triumph                    

 
 
 



 
Unit ---III 

Q.3 Write a report on any one of the following topics in about 200 words:                      10 
 
1. College Annual Gathering 
2. An eye witness to a road accident 
3    Celebrating Friend’s Success 

                                                        Unit –IV 
 
Q. 4 Expand any one of the ideas in about 200 words:                                                                   10 

 
1. Penny wise pound foolish. 
2. God helps those who help themselves. 
3. Barking dogs seldom bite. 
4. Better late than never                                                                                           

                                                                Unit --V 
 

 

 Q.5    Do as directed:     ( Any 20)                                                                                             20   
                                                                              

1. One should report at the reception…………….. one arrives at a hotel.(supply if or when) 
2. are there any apples in the basket (punctuate it) 
3. I hope ………… this time (pass) (supply the gerund or infinitive form of the verb given 

in the bracket) 
4. Ria does not like cold weather. Ria does not like hot weather. (combine the pair of 

sentences using neither….. nor.) 
5. Who is the girl standing …………… Prachi. (supply appropriate preposition) 
6. What is the rate of exchange ………... dollar.(supply preposition) 
7. They have been warned. (change the voice) 
8. We shall be cursed by everyone. (change the voice) 
9. You …….. leave the office early today.(permission)(supply modals with the meaning 

given in the bracket) 
10. ……..lion is a dangerous animal.  (Supply the article) 
11. There will be a rush for seats when the train ……………… (arrive) (supply the correct 

form of the verb given in the bracket) 
12. I have to blame …………. for this error.(supply the self form) 
13. She ……..nothing to say. (fill in the correct form of ‘have’) 
14. ‘Uneasy lies the head………wears the crown’. (Supply suitable relative pronoun) 
15. We (not go) out as it (rain). ( Write the sentences using indefinite form of past tense) 
16. She was not careful; that is why the theft took-place.(rewrite in the conditional form) 
17. They found her guilty of murder. (change the voice) 
18. Who killed the tiger?  (change the voice) 
19. Let this post be advertised. (change the voice) 
20. The money will be given to her by the cashier. (change the voice) 
21. Uncle Mohan took Karan and …..to the circus.(I, me) 
22. Yes, it is ……sure enough. (he, him) 
23. He is very unhappy at the ……..of so much money. (use the correct form of verb ‘lose’) 
24. Company has shown …………in the last two years. (use the correct form of verb ‘grow’) 
25. I’ll go to the door …………... I hear the bell.            (Supply ‘if’ or ‘unless’)  

---000--- 


